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Title: The Ruby Circle (Bloodlines #6) Author: Richelle Mead Editorial: Razorbill Release Date: February 10, 2015. USA Rating: 4.5/5 Buy it at: Amazon B&amp;N BookDepository You can read my review of Bloodlines – here, The Golden Lily - here the Indigo Spell - here, Heart of Fire - here &amp; Silver Shadows - here
**Synopsis and review may contain spoilers if you have NOT read the previous books** WILL BE TESTED Sydney Sage is an alchemist, one of a group of human beings who enter into magic and serve as a bridge to the world of humans and vampires. Protects vampire secrets and people's lives. Their forbidden love
story has been exposed, Sydney and Adrian face the fury of both alchemists and morons in this electrifying conclusion for the Bloodlines series. When the life of someone they both come into play, Sydney risks everything to hunt down an old enemy to death. Meanwhile, she and Adrian get tangled up in a puzzle that
could be the key to a shocking secret about the magic of spirits, a secret that could shake everyone Moroi and alter their lives forever. Don't miss his last unforgettable chapter... LOVE WILL KNOW ALL Synopsis taken from goodreads and translated by me. This more than a review of Ruby Circle will be more rambling
me about what happened throughout the Bloodlines series and the Vampire Academy. Okay, and just to clarify Bloodlines is the spin-off of the Vampire Academy series, so after reading 12 books about Morois, Damphirs and as 8 (of the 12) about alchemists, the story is coming to an end (I hope not), no more Adrian
Ivashkov, Sydney Sage, Rose Hathaway or Beli Belikov. I'm going to miss you... I don't know how many times I've said throughout the series that one of my favorite characters and my fictional friend is Adrian Ivashkov, so I'm not very impartial as far as he was concerned, I can find all the other character flaws, but not
him, so it was hard for me to read this last book, I didn't want it to end, I was divided between reading it slowly and enjoying it or rushing and knowing what ended. I liked this book from the point of view of a fan of the series and Adrian, where it takes action where those who fight with powers or magic are Sydney and
Adrian, apart from the fact that Adrian does many things that he didn't know could be done with his element or magic - spirit; it also has its dose of romance, it has a good ending, but I didn't feel so extraordinary, I felt it a little anticlimatic. But it's a good ending. SPOILER - DO NOT READ IF YOU HAVE NOT READ THE
RUBY RESEARCH - SPOILER During the series I often touch the idea of making some kind of vaccine? or potion using the spirit to somehow help Moroi and Damphis His fight against Strigoi, there was progress in the previous book, but in the Ruby Circle I feel that he was missing the follow-up. I liked the fact that
Dimitri was tied to a certain Moroi that I adore, I found it very funny, but also to see me miss a little more follow-up. Declan's character is introduced in this book and becomes a very important person in the life of Adrian and Sydney. But I was sad about Neil's letter to both of us. I enjoyed the epilogue was a year and a
half after Jill was rescued and we can see most couples in the series having a Christmas dinner, caught on them in their lives. But I feel that something is ultimately missing (my humble opinion) The only details I found were that they initiate subtramas that remain unfinished (or at least I didn't read when they were
resolved), would be the vaccine or the protection potion Sonya Karp was working on, the new laws that Lissa was promoting and that I never knew if they passed or not. And the army of Morois that are presented in this last book, which are prepared in the style of damphir, only including their powers, to promote another
law, so that Morois will be taught to fight in their school years. But in general, if I like the Ruby Circle very much, it is captivating has action, romance and place throughout the series of many cameos of Rose, Dimitri, Lissa and Christian. Title: Ruby Circle Author: Richelle Mead Saga: BloodlinesBook: 6 (Last) Sydney
Sage is an alchemist, one of a group of magical-aficionado sending people to unite the worlds of humans and vampires. Protects vampire secrets and people's lives. After their secret love story is on display, Sydney and Adrian face the wrath of both alchemists and morons in this electrifying conclusion of Richelle Mead's
bestseller New York Times Bloodlines Series bestseller. When the lives of someone they both love are put in the line of fire, Sydney risks everything to hunt down an old enemy to death. Meanwhile, Adrian is involved in a puzzle that could be the key to a surprising secret about the magic of the spirit, a secret that could
shake everyone Moroi. Translated by Bookzinga. My book! Author: Richelle Mead Series: Bloodlines #01 Bloodlines #04 The Fiery Heart #02 The Golden Lily #05 Silver Shadows #03 The Indigo Spell #06 The Ruby Circle ISBN: 159514322X (ISBN13: 9781595143228) Edition: eBook Language: English GoodReads
Razorbill Rating: ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ Sydney Sage is a belongs to a group of people involved in magic and serves to save the world from people and Protect the secrets of vampires and people's lives. After their secret love story was exposed, Sydney and Adrian face the wrath of both alchemists and
morons. When the life of someone she loves is put at risk, Sydney risks everything to hunt down an ancient enemy. Meanwhile, Adrian gets tangled up in a puzzle that could be the key to an unimaginable secret about the magic of spirits, a secret that could shake everyone Moroi. Come on, the only way I didn't like this
book is for Richelle Mead to do some stupid things, but out of this epic crap and we all know that Richelle is not stupid at all, on the contrary, she's very smart and cunning and... Thank you for these books, Mrs. Mead, thank you. It's hard not to talk like fangirl I am, how many years already with this series? Not only
Bloodlines, but also the Vampire Academy, since I started reading, already makes some good ... I don't want to feel any older than I am. Like Sydney and Adrian: I grew up with every book I published, I totally changed my mind about everything, so did Sydney with Moroi. I accepted that I had a problem, sought help and
failed and again to seek help, just like Adrian. So tell me: the hell to say goodbye to these kids? Is there any non-dramatic way to know it's over? Ugh, getting sentimental is so easy sometimes. Did I like the ending? I liked it, it's a revelation that made me make a pig sound for two minutes. I mean, after 11 books and
you're thinking about mentioning that. ADICA, RICHELLE, WHAT NAIBA TE THINK! But it's okay, anyone could go through such an important detail. It's normal, I think. And about the second bomb... Does anyone else feel it's going to be a spin-off, right? Call me crazy, but if there was actually a new story (which
Richelle was disusing forever) Honestly, it wouldn't bother, it's a few times I feel they don't extend a story for money, her books so far have had very good quality, so don't worry about seeing materials just by filling the leaves. I know from the comments I've read so much on Facebook and Twitter that this may be another
series based on the world of Moroi and Dhampir is not something that excites all readers of the series, but I really would like this to be met. Not just because I'd like to see my favorite guys again, but because some things feel unfinished in the story. And that I know it will be a great point against the book, I'm already
starting to see more readers disgusted by this issue. In theory, the book has an end, but after you finish reading you wonder: But what happened to them? Did you find out? Twenty years from now, will everything be the same? Partly because who doesn't want to know more about favoritos y otra porque, bueno, está el
detallito. Luego de terminar de leerlo y postergar lo más que pude esta reseña (dos horas :D), sigo pensando ¿Por qué Circle Ruby? Me refiero al number y estonces recorded el finale. ¿Será por eso? Cuando lo finish de leer espero que me ayudes a responder esa pregunta. Cuando crees que no puedes enamorarte
más de una historia, lla Richelle Mead y te demaestro lo contrario, The Ruby Circle fue todo lo que yo quería, incluso la sensación de que cabe la possibilitidad de que haya más, ¿qué puedoc? Me gusta la serie y quisiera tener 50 años y seguir viendo a mis chicos y envejecer con ellos, sería una gran motivación.
Lamento si no explaino mucho del libro pero no me gustaría por nada del mundo soltar si quiera un spoiler, aunque creo que sin querer dije algo, si lo hice pepedón, no fue mi intención! Don't get lost ninguna de las updateaciones y notnicias del blog, agregándolo en Facebook, Twitter y Bloglovin. También puedes
suscribire por correo, sigue al blog y no te lost todas las noticias literarias! Copyright © thefreeonlinenovel.com all rights reserved. Go to . IF YOU WANT A FILM DEGERES SEMNEATE PETITON. The Ruby Circle is the sixth and final book in Richelle Mead's Bloodlines series. Summary[edit | edit source] After their
secret love story is exposed, Sydney and Adrian face the wrath of both alchemists and morons in this electrifying conclusion of Richelle Mead's Bestselling Bloodlines series. When the life of someone they both love is at stake, Sydney risks everything to hunt down a deadly former nemesis. Meanwhile, Adrian gets
shrouded in a puzzle that could keep the key to a shocking secret about the magic of spirits, a secret that could shake the entire Moroi world and change their lives forever. Spoilers before... Sydney, Adrian and Daniella live together in a house in Court. Adrian and Sydney argued with him using Spirit. Adrian says he has
to go outside, where he is attacked by Wesley Drozdov and others. Eddie and Neil, who were on their way to Sydney's home and Adrian, help Adrian escape the fight. Eddie informs Sydney and Adrian that Miss Terwilliger is coming to visit. Miss Terwilliger enters with a cat transporter and a small box. She tells Sydney
that the box was sent to her address, but tried every unlocking spell without success and therefore, after visiting Inez, inferred that the box must have been sent to Sydney. Sydney unlocks the tape with a simple spell and inside finds a flyer for a robot museum in Pittsburgh with writing on one of the images saying: COME
PLAY, SYDNEY. She also finds a photo of Jill in a magazine by a Palm designer Sydney decides that she must go find find and finally convinces Adrain that he must remain at court as cover. She decides that Eddie will go with her and Ms. Terwilliger and Sydney create a spell to help escape the protected community. As
part of the spell, Sydney turns Mr. Bogangles into the cat and the real cat stays with Daniella and Adrian. Sydney escapes successfully. Sonya visits Adrian and wants Adrian's help with Nina, whom Sonya suspects she is using with much Spirit. Once he and Neil visit Nina and see what state she's really in, Adrian says it
will help, but only if Nina accepts a sedative from Sonya. Sydney, Ms. Terwilliger and Eddie visit the Robotics Museum. They soon discover the display that was presented on the flyer is enchanted and decides to come back later when the museum is closed. When they return and enter the museum and enter the
exhibition, they are attacked by Fotianas (mutant fireflies). After dealing with Fotianas, Sydney finds a brick, a map and a locking of Jill's hair in a manila envelope. Rose visits Adrian and Sydney, unaware that Syndey is no longer there. After many apologies from Adrian, Rose takes him to a Dhampir training area where
a group of Moroi warriors have displayed a screen that they aim to show to the Moroi Council to convince them of a Moroi warrior program in schools. When Adrian returns home after having had some trouble sleeping, he is pulled into a spirit dream by Nina. He's trying to locate Nina's sister, Olive, but she's failing.
Meanwhile, Sydney and others are investigating Ha Ha Tonka, the place from which the brick was stolen. Sydney uses an invisibility spell to allow Eddie to recover what appears to be a golden brick. They camp just outside the national park, but in the middle of the night, Eddie wakes up Sydney as the gold begins to
burn through grass and stone. Eddie notices that the shape that a brick cools matches that of the Salton Sea. Then the molten brick explodes into shards almost hitting Sydney, Eddie and Miss Terwilliger, but Adrian spontaneously appears and stops the shards. From the spell, they learned that Alicia DeGraw is still
alive. Ms. Terwilliger decides it would be safer for Sydney and Adrian to stay away from Palm Springs while she and Eddie go to investigate with Stelle's help. Adrian and Sydney argued that Adrian helped Nina with her spiritual dream. They both travel to Iowa and stay at Black Squirrel Lodge. When going for a shower
Sydney finds Caju (black squirrel) in the bathroom and after some chasing around, Adrian and Sydney get rid of cashews and have sex. After falling asleep, Nina drags Adrian into a spiritual dream in which she fights Strigoi. The amount of spirit is too much for Nina, both because of the large amount and because of the
physical and mental charge all the searching for Olive put She. Nina collapses and starts to stip. As the dream fades, Olive Olive she has lost control of her dream and this allows Adrian to see the pendant she is wearing, as well as the fact that she is pregnant. After Adrian wakes up and tells Sydney about Olive's
pregnancy, they get a call from Sonya telling them about Nina's scene, but also about the fact that she doesn't know either Adrian or Sydney are at court. They have a video call with Lissa, Sonya, Rose and Dimitri during which Sydney explains what they've learned so far about Jill's abduction. Adrian shows them the
sketch of the pendant that Olive and Dimitri recognizes as a symbol of members of the communes of Dhampir. They persuaded Dimitri and Rose to travel to Michigan with them in the commune of Dhampir identified by Dimitri. Initially, Olive doesn't want to see them, but after Adrian mentions Nina, he convinces her
otherwise. While walking, Adrian meets his uncle Randall Ivashkov, who was unofficially disowned by his family. By the end of their conversation, Rand goes to pick up Adrian, but is intercepted by Dimitri, who continues to throw him on the floor. Apparently Rand is Dimitri's father and, in turn, Dimitri is Adrian's cousin.
Everyone's shocked, Rose seems to be in denial. Later that night, there's a Strigoi attack during which Olive goes into labor. Rose turns around and asks if Adrian would help us with the wounded. Sydney's worried Adrian's using so much magic. Rose also informs them that there is an Alchemist coming. Sydney goes
with Adrian to the infirmary, though. When the Alchemist appears, Sydney has to hide upstairs while Adrian uses his powers down. After the Alchemist leaves and Sydney returns downstairs, he learns that Adrian has exceeded his powers. Dimitri then tells Adrian that Olive escaped into the woods to have her child and
that she was attacked by a Strigoi. When I get to Olive, Adrian can't help her heal, but Olive insists that she needs to talk to him and Sydney alone. Before she dies, she is adamant that Declan (the child) is truly Neil's child. She thinks it was possible that she was restored and therefore still had spirit in her. She also asks
Adrian to take the child and keep it a secret and, if possible, take it to Neil. They travel to Palm Springs where they meet Adrian's mother, who helps take care of Declan. Rose, Dimitri, Adrian and Sydney meet the Sabbath of Stelle, as well as many other witches, including Inez Garcia. They're not successful in finding any
signs of Alicia. At the end of the day, Eddie and Sydney go to Malachi Wolfe to get some weapons, but instead. They end up fighting Alicia, and Sydney is saved only by a pack of Chihuahuas. Malachi and Sydney manage to freeze Alicia. Of the things Alicia said during the fight, can guess that Jill is being held captive by
the Warriors of Light, which is later. Late. when they meet Marcus and Sabrina. During lunch, they decide that Eddie and Sydney will participate in the recruitment of warriors. On the way to Marcus' apartment, Sydney, Adrian and Marcus are followed by alchemists, they manage to escape them. I end up in a safe house
in the desert. Maude and Inez use a spell, tied to the rings to hide the look of Eddie and Sydney. Sabrina leads them to compound warriors where they are given wooden hearts on a cable of studies begin, in which recruits aim to collect as many other hearts as possible by the end of the hour, 6 with the most hearts
progress on. Eddie manages to get into the next round. Sydney was in third place and there were only two seats available, so just before the end of the trial she attacked Caleb and took his hearts. And she went on. After a banquet, they are asked about their views on Moroi. When they retreat into their homes, Sydney
casts a sleeping spell on Tara and a spell of invisibility on herself, then goes out to explore the Warriors complex. Sonya visits Adrian in a spiritual dream showing him Nina's condition. He travels with Neil to Meude's house where he forces Alicia to tell Jill her location. She is then refrozen to wait for a magical route.
Adrian sits with Neil and tells him about Declan and Olive. Neil exclaims that I can never see him again. refusing any relationship with his son. Sydney eavesdrops at the Warriors meeting and notices that one of the Masters is recording everything on his laptop. She meets Eddie and Sabrina and she calls fotianas to
cause chaos while she steals the laptop, she runs into one of the masters, but punches him and in turn manages to escape and reach Howie's house in the desert, where Marcus is still staying. Howie hacks into the laptop that holds information by Jill and the Warriors dealing with alchemists. From this, she finds out she
only has three days to save Jill before she's executed. Sydney calls Stanton, trying to bribe her with the names of the alchemists who sell enchanted blood to the warriors to help save Moroi, Jill. Alchemists and guards attack the complex where Jill is being held. Eddie pauses while suspecting that magic is involved and
contacts Sydney. Sydney and Adrian arrive at the resort. Sydney invokes a hydra-like demon that Alicia had to guard where they kept Jill. While Sydney distracts the demon, Rose sneaks in and retrieves Jill, who is weak from the animal's blood. Neil goes to investigate a shed and Sydney and Adrian are left alone to
deal with the demon. The demon takes Sydney off her feet, and Adrian uses the spirit to force the demon. This uses a lot of spirit and for a moment, Adrian about Sydney and can only think about power. He gets out of it and he and Sydney get out. Sydney meets Stanton who that she and Adrian, as well as the people
they helped escape, have amnesty and that she will try to get other alchemists to review the re-education. Sydney therefore tells her the names of the other two alchemists and promises to send him information about his plans with the Warriors. Sydney blackmails Jared Sage to help Stanton and allow Zoe to visit his
mother, as he was also involved in the morose blood business. Dimitri informs them that several Moroi have been held captive. After helping me, Neil's nowhere to be found. When they return home to Clarence, Daniella informs them that Neil was there that morning and left a letter for Sydney and Adrian. In the letter,
Neil states that he wants Sydney and Adrian to take care of Declan. Adrian tells Eddie, Rose and Dimitri about Declan's secret. A year later, everyone meets at Adrian and Sydney's house. Eddie is their guardian and he and Jill are dating even though she lives in court. Dimitri and Rose also visit and during dinner, Adrian
notices the ring on his left hand Roses. Rose says Dimitri once told him that as soon as he turned 20, he was inevitable to propose, but Rose didn't set a date, teasing Dimitri that he would have to wait until 30. Adrian works in several places as a part-time art teacher in kindergartens and Sydney studies ancient art, as
well as having an internship at a library.  The book ends with Sydney and Adrian in their bedroom talking about how far they've come.  Character appearances[editing | source editing] Alison • Alfred Angeletti • April (mentioned) • Rose Hathaway•Dimitri Belikov • Olena Belikova (mentioned) • Mr. Bojangles • Brad or Brett •
Briana (mentioned) • Caleb • Eddie Castile • Keith Darnell (mentioned) • Gladys Dashkov (mentioned) • Angeline Dawes (mentioned) • Alicia DeGraw (mentioned) • Diana • Callie DiMaggio (mentioned) • Lia DiStefano • Clarence Donahue • Jill Mast • Lissa Dragomir • Wesley Drozdov • Elane (mentioned) • Marcus Finch •
Inez Garcia • Charlene Hampton (mentioned) • Rose Hathaway • Edward Hill (mentioned) • Hopper • Howie • Adrian Ivashkov • Daniella Ivashkov • Nathan Ivashkov (mentioned) • Tatiana Ivashkov (mentioned) • Rand Ivashkov • Ian Jansen (mentioned) • Jody (mentioned) • Chris Juarez • Trey Juarez • Sonya Karp •
Lana • Avery Lazar (mentioned) • Eugene Li (mentioned) • Mallory • Maud • Maute • Abe Mazur (mentioned) • McLean • Master Ortega • Christian Ozera • Patty • Declan Raymond • Neil Raymond • Mia Rinaldi • Melinda Rowe (mentioned) • Carly Sage (mentioned) • Jared Sage • Mrs Sage (mentioned) • Sydney Sage •
Zoe Sage • Grace Sheridan (mentioned) • Olive Sinclair • Nina Sinclair • Donna Stanton • Talia (mentioned) • Mikhail Tanner (mentioned) • Tara • Maureen (menționat) • Jaclyn Terwilliger • Veronica Terwilliger (menționate) • Trina • Micah Vallence (menționate) • Wayne • Malachi Wolfe • Sabrina Woods Ruby Circle
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